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Abstract8

Oceanic cross-density (diapycnal) mixing helps sustain the ocean den-9

sity stratification and its Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC)10

and is key to global tracer distributions. The Southern Ocean (SO) is11

a key region where different overturning cells connect, allowing nutri-12

ent and carbon rich Indian and Pacific deep waters, and oxygen rich13

Atlantic deep waters to resurface. The SO is also rife with localized14

intense diapycnal mixing due to breaking of internal waves induced by15

the interaction of energetic eddies and currents with rough topogra-16

phy. SO diapycnal mixing is believed to be of secondary importance17

for the MOC. Here we show that changes to SO mixing can cause sig-18

nificant alterations to Atlantic biogeochemical tracer distributions over19

short and long timescales in an idealized model of the MOC. While such20

alterations are dominated by the direct impact of changes in diapycnal21

mixing on tracer fluxes on annual to decadal timescales, on centennial22

timescales they are dominated by the mixing-induced variations in the23

advective transport of the tracers by the Atlantic MOC. This work sug-24

gests that an accurate representation of spatio-temporally variable local25

and non-local mixing processes in the SO is essential for climate mod-26

els’ ability to i) simulate the biogeochemical cycles and air sea carbon27

fluxes on decadal timescales, ii) represent the indirect impact of mixing-28

induced changes to MOC on biogeochemical cycles on longer timescales.29

Keywords: Southern Ocean, Turbulent Mixing, Carbon cycle, Tracer budgets30
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2 Control of Southern Ocean mixing on tracer budgets

1 Introduction31

In the ocean interior and away from boundaries, internal waves are mainly32

radiated by winds at the surface and by tidal and deep geostrophic flows inter-33

acting with rough bottom topography [1]. Breaking of internal waves induces34

turbulent mixing across density surfaces (i.e. diapycnally), which modifies35

water mass properties, maintains ocean stratification, and contributes to sus-36

taining the deep branches of the global Meridional Overturning Circulation37

(MOC). Mixing is also key to redistribution of heat, carbon, biological nutri-38

ents, and other tracers globally and in depth [2–5]. Ocean circulation models39

do not resolve the processes responsible for diapycnal mixing and parameterize40

diapycnal mixing in terms of a turbulent effective diffusivity, K [6–9].41

1.1 Southern Ocean dynamics42

Unbounded by continents, the SO is a crucial link between waters formed in43

different ocean basins, and inter basin exchanges of heat, carbon, nutrients and44

other tracers [10]. The lack of boundaries generates unique regional dynamics45

by allowing for the formation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current system46

(ACC), an uninterrupted deep-reaching eastward flow driven by strong west-47

erly winds. Within the ACC and in the upper ocean, the wind-driven Ekman48

transport is balanced by the resurfacing of deep waters. The Ekman transport49

is northward within the latitude band of the westerly winds, but southward50

towards Antarctica where easterly winds blow. In the deep SO, the zonal pres-51

sure gradient sustained by deep topography allows for northward transport52

of the abyssal waters that form and sink around Antarctica [11–13]. While53

the Ekman transport primarily induces isopycnal (i.e. along density surfaces)54

water transports, in the SO interior diapycnal mixing allows for further vertical55

mixing of waters and tracers [14–16]; see Fig. 1.56

Within the SO, deep waters are upwelled adiabatically (i.e. along isopyc-57

nals) and are modified by surface buoyancy forcing upon turbulent entrainment58

into the mixed layer [17, 18]. Indian and and Pacific deep waters predominantly59

upwell into a region of positive buoyancy forcing and form the northward-60

flowing Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) and South Antarctic Mode61

Water (SAMW) [18, 19]. These waters eventually return to the SO as North62

Atlantic Deep Waters (NADW), completing the upper MOC cell (Red arrows63

in Fig. 1). Alternatively, waters can upwell into a region of negative buoyancy64

forcing in the SO, as happens for up to 75% of the NADW, forming the denser65

Antarctic Bottom Waters (AABW) [10, 18–22]. These abyssal waters sink and66

move northward along topographic ridges and canyons, and are then converted67

to deep waters through diapycnal mixing above the rough seafloor [12, 23]68

(Orange arrows in Fig. 1), forming the lower MOC cell (Blue arrows).69

The SO is known to have high rates of diapycnal mixing from direct obser-70

vational estimates, inverse bulk budgets, and numerical models [14, 16, 24–27].71

This mixing is generated by strong ACC bottom currents interacting with72
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rough topography, causing internal wave breaking over abyssal ridges, moun-73

tains and rises [24, 28, 29] (Orange arrows in Fig. 1). Studies have reported74

strong variations in diapycnal mixing rates for different regions of the SO,75

ranging from 10−5m2s−1 to 10−3m2s−1.76

1.2 Southern Ocean biogeochemistry77

65% of interior ocean waters make first contact with the atmosphere in the78

SO [30, 31], with Pacific and Indian deep waters bringing waters rich in dis-79

solved inorganic carbon (DIC) and nutrients to the surface [21]. Thus, the80

SO connects the vast reservoir of nutrients and carbon below the mixed layer81

with the surface [19] (DIC+ and N+ grey waters in Fig. 1). Vigorous vertical82

diapycnal mixing also enhances the supply of nutrients from the deep ocean83

to the surface [31]. Globally, the supply of surface nutrients is dominated by84

their upwelling in the SO [31, 32]. Patterns of SO circulation are therefore key85

to controlling the global biogeochemical cycles, the exchange of carbon diox-86

ide (CO2) between the atmosphere and the deep ocean, and the response of87

the ocean and atmosphere to climate change [33, 34]. The upwelling branch88

of the MOC, in particular, is key to controlling the global climate from both89

dynamical and biochemical perspectives [19].90

The global distribution of conservative and non conservative tracers have91

been shown to be sensitive to ocean circulation and ventilation [35–37].92

Enhanced mixing increases the deep ocean ventilation via the SO and reduces93

ocean carbon storage through the biological and solubility carbon pumps94

[21, 38]. Enhancement in SO diapycnal mixing is known to be able to alter95

tracer distributions through increased ventilation of intermediate waters [36].96

Such changes are believed to be indirect since they are due to the interior97

diapycnal mixing altering the MOC over centennial to millennial timescales.98

Theoretical studies have highlighted that diapycnal mixing rates in the99

deep SO are not to be of leading-order importance for regulating the global100

MOC, secondary to the role of winds, eddies, and surface buoyancy forcing.101

However, mixing in the ocean basins to the north of the SO play a primary102

role in regulating the ocean circulation, and close the MOC by upwelling the103

abyssal waters that form and sink at high latitudes [8, 8, 12, 39–41]. Limited104

work has been carried out to assess the sensitivity of biogeochemical tracer105

distributions to SO diapycnal mixing rates.106

In this work, we examine the role of diapycnal mixing in the SO on Atlantic107

tracer budgets over varying timescales, and whether these changes are due to108

altered tracer diffusion or advection. We show that diapycnal mixing in the SO109

is crucial in setting the distribution of tracers on a range of timescales through110

two mechanisms. On long time scales, circulation and tracer advection changes111

dominate, especially when looking at changes to distribution on a global scale,112

whereas over short time scales, changes to tracer diffusion dominate, especially113

for changes within the SO only.114
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2 Model Description115

This work uses the zonally averaged model of the Atlantic MOC (AMOC) by116

[41] (hereafter NV12), extended in [42] to include a simple biochemical model117

based on that introduced in [43]. The model, and similar ones, have been used118

extensively over the past decade to study various aspects of the role of the119

MOC in the climate system from both dynamical and biochemical aspects (e.g.120

[42, 44–47]. Thus, we simply provide a brief phenomenological description of121

the model here and refer the reader to the original works for more details.122

2.1 The physical model123

In the NV12 model, the Atlantic Ocean is split into three key areas: a SO124

circumpolar channel, a North Atlantic deep water formation zone, and the125

ocean basin that connects the two (consistent with the schematic in Fig. 1).126

While NV12 employed a constant K value throughout the water column in127

all three zones, here we consider vertically-variable mixing and distinguish128

between the mixing in the basin from that in the SO. It is the impact of129

variations in the latter that we explore herein to study the sensitivity of tracer130

distributions to SO diapycnal mixing.131

2.2 The Biochemical model132

The simple biogeochemical component that was added to NV12 in [42] allows133

for representation of the coupled evolution of nutrients (N) and carbon (C),134

where N represents the ultimate limiting nutrient phosphate. Organic material135

is parameterized to sink downward, measured in units of phosphate, with the136

biological export timescale set to 360 days. A well-mixed atmospheric box is137

coupled to the ocean carbon cycle such that the partitioning of C between the138

atmosphere and the ocean is explicitly calculated in the model. The model139

conserves the total amount of C in the atmosphere and the ocean; if C is140

gained in the ocean, it must be lost in the atmosphere.141

The biogeochemical tracers (C, N) are transported by advection and dif-142

fusion and have sources and sinks via biological activity (Fp) of uptake and143

remineralization. The concentration of C is able to change via surface fluxes144

driven by pCO2 differences to account for air-sea gas transfer. More explicitly,145

the equations for C and N are146

δtN + J(ψ,N) = δz(KδzN) + δzFp, (1)

δtC + J(ψ,C) = δz(KδzC) +RδzFp + Cflux‖z=0, (2)

Cflux = −(kw × kH)× (pCO2a− pCO2o)× (1− icecover), (3)

where ψ is the meridional overturning streamfunction representing the AMOC147

(Fig.1, Fig.3a,b), kw is the air sea CO2 exchange constant and kH is the148

fugacity of CO2. The second term on the LHS represents advection of N and149

C by the MOC, the first term on the RHS represents turbulence diapycnal150
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mixing, and the final term represents biological activity [43]. Biological activity151

in surface waters removes both nutrients and carbon at the ratio set by R, with152

carbon and nutrients both released by respiration as organic matter sinks.153

2.3 Experiment Design154

Our goal is to explore the sensitivity of the MOC and tracer budgets to SO155

mixing. Figure 2a shows the diapycnal mixing, K, in the deep Atlantic region156

based on the tidal mixing estimates of [48] and the lee wave mixing esti-157

mates of [29] combined. While lee-wave-induced mixing is dominant in the158

SO due to strong eddy/current interaction with topography, tidal mixing is159

dominant in the basin to the north due to tidal flow interaction with the mid-160

Atlantic ridge. Panel b shows the global zonally-averaged diapycnal mixing in161

the SO from a combination of internal tides, lee waves and surface-enhanced,162

wind-induced mixing based on the observationally-constrained Southern Ocean163

Estate Estimate [49]164

In all experiments (soon to be discussed) the mixing in the ocean basin will165

be fixed to the Atlantic basin averaged KB shown by the blue curve in figure166

2c. All surface forcings are also kept constant in all experiments, and are as167

prescribed in [29]. In the SO, we consider three paradigms: the Low mixing168

scenario of KL = 10−5 m2/s, the High mixing scenario of KH = 10−4 m2/s,169

and the Realistic mixing scenario motivated by figure 2b, referred to as KR.170

It should be noted that 10−5 and 10−4 m2/s are canonical values in physical171

oceanography, respectively representing the background mixing in the ocean172

and the mixing required for closure of the MOC [2, 46, 50, 51].173

Since KB will be fixed in all experiments, hereafter we will use KR, KL,174

and KH to name the experiments. While in some cases the same SO diffusivity175

will be applied to density, N , and C, in others we will apply a mixing profile176

to N and C that is different from that applied to density. This will be done to177

distinguish between the direct impact of mixing on tracers from the indirect178

effect on tracers because of the changes to the MOC induced by mixing of179

density. Thus, in naming of the experiments we will use superscripts ’t’ and180

’ρ’ to refer to tracer and density mixing. For example, an experiment named181

[Kt
H ,K

ρ
L] refers to one in which high SO mixing acts on tracers while low SO182

mixing acts on density whereas KL simply refers to an experiment in which183

low SO mixing is applied to both tracers and density.184

The KL experiment, hereafter referred to as the ’control’, is run until an185

equilibrated overturning circulation is achieved (4000 yrs) and then extended186

until the ocean biogeochemistry reaches an equilibrated state as well (another187

4000 yrs). C and N are initialized with uniform concentrations (2.2e−3 mol N188

m−3 and 2.2 mol C m−3 respectively [42]). The atmospheric carbon concentra-189

tion is set to 278 part per million (ppm), representative of the pre-industrial190

level [43]. Starting from this equilibrated KL solution, we run a host of configu-191

rations varying the SO density and tracer diffusivities. Each run is 4000yr long192

so that a new equilibrium is achieved. In this work we examine changes to both193

transient model solutions and the equilibrated changes for each experiment.194
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2.4 Model Verification195

Figure 3 compares the model solution for the control case to the circulation196

inferred from a climatologically-constrained ocean state estimate (ECCO [52]).197

In the control run (KL), the upper cell extends to ∼2000m deep with a maxi-198

mum strength of 17 Sv while the lower cell transport is about 4 Sv (Fig.3b),199

both well within the range of inverse models [10, 53] and ocean state esti-200

mates [9, 52]. Panel c compares the model stratification in the Atlantic basin201

(for experiments KL,KH ,KR ) with the World Ocean Circulation Experiment202

climatology (WOCE;[54]), showing a slight under-prediction by the model in203

the deep ocean. Since the basin diffusivity is fixed at KB for all experiments,204

unsurprisingly the model stratifications in the basin north of the SO is similar205

in all three experiments. This implies the secondary influence of the SO mix-206

ing on the basin stratification, consistent with theoretical arguments discussed207

earlier [41].208

Altered SO mixing causes up to a 30% change in the strength of circulation209

(3d,e) after 4000 years. Increasing SO mixing to KH and KR increases AMOC210

strength by up to ∼3 Sv in the upper branch and by ∼2 Sv in the deep211

branch.The maximum transport is increased from 16.9 Sv in KL, to 17.8 Sv212

in KH , and to 18.8 in KR. Previous studies have similarly found increased213

strength of convection with higher SO vertical mixing [21]. The upper cell is214

also deepened with enhanced mixing, as in [41, 55] when mixing was increased215

globally, as the increased downward mixing of buoyant surface waters in the SO216

is able to deepen the pynocline, altering the structure of the AMOC. As we will217

show, this change is effective on timescales of equilibration of the circulation218

(centennial to millennial). We will also show that the direct impact of mixing219

on tracers can be more significant and effective on shorter timescales.220

The distribution of C and N produced by the model are also qualita-221

tively similar to observations and reproduce many of the key features (Fig.4):222

the surface waters are nutrient deplete due to phytoplankton productivity. As223

waters circulate and organic matter sinks, the N and C concentrations in old224

deep waters get enhanced (Fig 1).The short residence time of these waters in225

the surface SO means that biota are unable to utilize all of the nutrients [43].226

Therefore, AABWs and AAIWs have high (preformed) N content. The con-227

centration of nutrients in AAIWs are rapidly depleted as waters travel north228

due to productivity. Regions with high (low) N levels also have high (low) C229

concentrations, as photosynthesis takes in both, and remineralisation releases230

both.231

3 Results: sensitivity of C & N distribution to232

Southern Ocean mixing233

3.1 Multiscale temporal changes234

Figure 5 shows the N distribution anomaly between various mixing scenarios235

and the control simulation (KL), over the first 100 years after mixing in the SO236
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is perturbed for C & N and/or density. The first row shows the total change237

when both Kt (which acts on N and C) and Kρ get enhanced. The net change238

in the first row can be interpreted as due to two contributions: (I) the indirect239

impact because of the change in the MOC caused by alteration of the density240

field by higher Kρ, and (II) the direct impact due to action of enhanced Kt
241

directly on the C & N gradient.242

The indirect impact is isolated in the second row where Kt is unchanged243

from the control but Kρ is enhanced. Not surprisingly, the anomaly is large244

north of the SO channel, reflecting the change in the Atlantic MOC due to245

the modification of the Atlantic density stratification thanks to enhanced SO246

density mixing. The direct impact is isolated in the third row where Kρ is247

unchanged from the control, but Kt is enhanced. This anomaly is expectedly248

SO-focused and evolves much faster than the former signal in second row.249

The last row bears similarity to the first row as it too captures the impact of250

enhanced mixing (on both C & N and density), but for a more realistic mixing251

profile than the simple KH = 10−5 m2/s. The SO change is more dramatic for252

the realistic mixing profile, since it includes the large surface turbulent mixing253

induced by the SO storm tracks (Fig. 2c). The higher Kt rates in the first,254

third, and fourth rows act to disperse the C & N more rapidly from tC &255

N -rich regions such as the AAIW and lower cell waters. C & N are lost from256

SO upper AAIW waters, and mixed into the C & N depleted regions above257

and below. Such changes are the greatest in KR, showing the importance of258

the enhanced surface water mixing rates.259

To further quantify the changes to SO and basin N inventories by mixing260

perturbations, we calculate the absolute changes between various experiments261

and the control run (KL). The results are shown in Fig.6 and are broken down262

into different basin as well as into upper ocean versus full depth. Since the263

results based on KR are similar to those experiments with KH , we don’t include264

the former in this figure to avoid further overcrowding it.265

The mean N concentrations increase over the 4000 years of experiments266

in all regions of the Atlantic. The changes to N concentrations in the surface267

waters of KH show the greatest changes at all times, changing by a mean of268

20% once a new steady state is reached (Fig. 6 solid red line). The SO shows ini-269

tially higher changes in N distributions than the basin. By 500 years, however,270

changes to N distributions in the basin and the SO are comparable at around271

13% by the time a new steady state is reached at 4000 years. This emphasizes272

the global impact of altered SO diapycnal mixing on N distributions.273

Over the first 5 years, changes to N distributions are only felt in the SO and274

SO & basin surface waters in experiments where Kt is enhanced. It takes over275

100 years for the enhanced Kt in the SO to have an impact on the distribution276

of N in the Atlantic basin, and even on millennial time scales, this change277

is less than 2%. By 5 years, enhanced Kρ alters N distributions in just the278

SO, but only by 1%, while changes to Kt alter the N distributions by 4%279

in the same region. It takes 20 years for alterations to the MOC to alter the280

N distributions in the basin. Changes to N distributions in the basin are281
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always greater for enhanced Kρ as compared to cases with KT . In the SO, it282

takes at least 200 years for the indirect effect of altered MOC to alter tracer283

distributions more significantly than just increasing Kt.284

We also carried out a similar analysis for passive tracers, released with285

initial distributions similar to that of the N distribution in the KL experiment.286

The results, which are not discussed here, looked qualitatively similar to what287

was described above for N , albeit with lower magnitudes in the concentration288

anomalies due to the lack of biological processes.289

3.2 Long-term equilibrated changes290

While mixing is spatio-temporally variable, and so a steady-state solution does291

not necessarily describe the real world, it is insightful to consider the long-term292

equilibrated solutions of the perturbation experiments discussed above to gain293

an understanding of order of magnitude importance of the changes. To this294

end, in Fig. 7 we plot the changes in the steady-state C and N distributions295

between the various experiments and the control experiment. In all cases, the296

C and N concentrations are increased in surface waters, as found previously297

with enhanced SO deep water upwelling [21]. Changes to N are overall more298

prominent than those to C, as shown by the percentage change contours of299

fig.7. The greatest changes for both occur in the KR experiment, highlighting300

the conservative nature of our choice of high diffusivity in KH .301

Consistent with the transient solutions, in experiments with enhanced mix-302

ing only acting on ρ (panels c,g), the signal extends beyond the SO channel303

since it comes from changes to the whole AMOC. As a result, on the long-term304

(millennial) equilibration timescale, the indirect impact of mixing on tracers305

due to changes it induces in the MOC can overwhelm the effect of direct impact306

of mixing on tracers. However, as was discussed in relation to Figs 5, 6, on307

inter-annual to decadal timescales, the direct impact is dominant and perhaps308

more readily relevant to the short timescale climate change.309

Again consistent with the transient solutions, in the experiments with310

enhanced mixing only applied to N&C, the signal is strongest in the SO due311

to the transfer of tracers from the C&N rich lower cell to the upper cell of the312

MOC (panels b,f). The subsequent increase in the surface N concentration is313

significant for the uptake of C by biological productivity, and for the sinking314

of organic matter containing C and N as part of the biological carbon pump.315

An increase in surface nutrients concentrations with enhanced SO upwelling316

has been observed previously [21].317

The climatic implications of the changes toN and C budgets may be encap-318

sulated through the net change in atmospheric pCO2 concentrations between319

the various experiments and the control run in which weak mixing acts on N ,320

C, and ρ. This is summarized in table 1. The direct impact of enhanced mixing321

on tracers, as in [Kt
H ,K

ρ
L], cause the redistribution of C to the upper surface322

waters. This is highly important for atmospheric C concentrations. These sur-323

face waters allow C to be exchanged between the atmosphere and the ocean.324

Therefore, enhanced Kt results in only a very slight increase in C content of325
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the upper cell, but an increase in atmospheric C reservoir of 12.3ppm (Table1).326

Although increased Kρ caused a stronger redistribution of C to the upper cell,327

this C was not directed to the very surface waters of the upper cell. There-328

fore the redistribution was not as important for ocean atmosphere fluxes of329

C, but caused more drastically observable changes to the C content of the330

upper cell. Enhanced Kt and Kρ both cause a steady state atmospheric CO2331

concentration greater than in KL (Table1). Increased model mixing is known332

to raise predicted atmospheric CO2 concentrations, and to make partitioning333

CO2 into the deep ocean harder [4]334

4 Discussion335

This work highlights the significant sensitivity of Atlantic nutrient and carbon336

distributions to enhanced vertical mixing with the Southern Ocean, demon-337

strating the significance of SO diapycnal mixing on biogeochemical tracer338

budgets. By distinguishing between the impact of SO mixing on tracers339

through direct tracer mixing and the indirect impact through changing the340

Atlantic stratification and circulation, we were able to show that both effects341

are significant, albeit the former acting on much shorter timescales than the342

latter. The direct impact due to altered tracer diapycnal fluxes manifests on343

inter-annual to decadal timescales. On longer timescales, the tracer concentra-344

tions are affected by the indirect impact of mixing through the change in the345

Atlantic MOC. The change to the Atlantic MOC by SO mixing is due to the346

importance of the SO density stratification to setting the Atlantic deep ocean347

stratification.348

Changes to nutrient concentrations within the SO occur on timescales of349

inter-annual to decadal, while the surface water nutrient concentrations begin350

to be modified by the change in the MOC beyond 50 years. This timescale cor-351

responds to transport and utilisation of nutrients by the northward SAMW [31]352

to be utilized for downstream productivity, as the resurfacing of deep nutrient353

rich waters at around 30 ◦S ranges from multi-decadal to a centennial. [13].354

Given that between 30◦S and 30◦N upper ocean nutrient supply is dominated355

by waters originating in the SO, [31], the global nutrient and carbon budgets356

are therefore hyper-sensitive to SO mixing. Our results agree with the sugges-357

tion of [36] that flux divergences are likely to be much smaller in comparison358

to changes to the advective fluxes of tracers, and that increasing the diapyc-359

nal mixing values in just the SO causes minimal changes to vertical diapycnal360

nutrient fluxes, with changes to advection and convection much larger.361

The steady state atmospheric pCO2 concentration was increased by 25ppm362

when a ’realistic’ mixing profile (admittedly within our idealized framework) is363

considered relative to KL. Given that glacial inter glacial cycles in atmospheric364

pCO2 were around 80 - 100ppm [56], and that present day to pre-industrial365

atmospheric carbon changes are around 130ppm this is a highly significant366

result for climate modeling. This demonstrates the importance of correctly367

representing the strongly surface enhanced diapycnal mixing in surface waters368
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of the SO for climate modelling. It also shows the importance of the choice of369

diapycnal mixing parameterisation in the SO in more advanced coupled climate370

models. Its significance can be further realized by noting that our analyses371

only included the Atlantic basin.372

Fig. 8 summarizes our key messages by showing a zoomed in view of the373

zonally-averaged SO (from the model), and comparing the SO-branch of the374

upper and lower MOC between the low mixing control run and the high mixing375

case in which a realistic SO-averaged diffusivity was applied. The background376

colour, from the control run, shows the richness of nutrients in the AABW377

within the SO. The arrows at mid-depths represent the interior mixing induced378

by breaking of waves within the vigorous wave field within the SO which379

result in diapycnal diffusion of nutrients across density surfaces. It is the direct380

impact of enhancement to such mixing, which increases the rate of diapycnal381

upwelling of nutrients from high concentration AABW into the nutrient poor382

water masses that introduces the largest changes in Atlantic C and N budgets,383

as well as in pCO2 levels on decadal to centenial timescales. These water masses384

experience wind driven along isopycnal upwelling at the boundary of the upper385

and lower cells within the ACC (see Fig. 1). On longer timescales, alterations386

to nutrient distributions arise from the change in Atlantic MOC structure from387

enhanced SO mixing. Such mixing changes the density stratification within the388

SO manifesting in the form of change to density layer slopes (Fig. 8 coloured389

contours). Given the global connectivity of the ocean basins through the SO390

(thanks to the ACC system), any change in SO isopycnal slopes translates to391

a change to the global deep stratification, thereby to alteration of the global392

MOC.393

Given that mixing is induced by turbulent events that are highly intermit-394

tent in time and space, this work highlights the inevitable need for realistic395

spatio-temporal representation of small scale SO mixing in climate models. In396

a recent complementary work, we reported a hyper-sensitivity of SO air-sea397

carbon fluxes to moderate changes in upper ocean diapycnal mixing in a real-398

istic ocean state estimate[57]. While that work was focused on the SO alone,399

as opposed to our Atlantic focus here, it shows that our idealized framework400

likely significantly underestimates the sensitivity of the global budgets to the401

SO mixing. Even with such underprediction, the changes reported herein are402

significant. While some parameterization of internal wave generation within403

the SO have been implemented in models previously (albeit with many caveats404

of their own), to our knowledge, no explicit parameterization of small scale405

mixing within the SO has been attempted to date.406
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Experiment change in atmospheric pCO2 from KL

(ppm)
KH 11.2
[KtH ,KbL] 12.3
[Kt

L
,K

ρ
H
] 3.9

KR 24.6
Table 1 Change in steady state atmospheric pCO2 from experiment KL

5 Tables668

6 Figures669

Fig. 1 A schematic of the Atlantic ocean circulation with an emphasis on the SO dynamics,
watermasses, and tracers. Adapted from [58] and [10]
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Fig. 2 a) Turbulent diffusivity in the deep Atlantic basin (3000m) based on the tidal mixing
estimate of [48] and lee-wave mixing estimate of [29]. b) Zonally-averaged diapycnal mixing
in the SO from a combination of the interior mixing shown in panel a and wind-induced
surface mixing based on the Southern Ocean Estate Estimate (SOSE;[49]). c) Basin-averaged
diffusivities employed in the model: KB is prescribed in the basin (and held the same in all
experiments) whereas KR, KL, and KH are employed in the SO for various perturbations.
KB is averaged over the basin (32S to 48N) based on the estimate in panel a. KR is the
SO-averaged diffusivity based on the estimate in panel b. KL and KH are the two canonical
values representing the lower and upper bounds of ocean interior mixing.

Fig. 3 a) Zonally-averaged Atlantic MOC streamfunction (ψ in Eqs. 1,2) from a
climatologically-constrained ocean estimate (ECCO;[52]). Each Sv=106 m3/s. The stream-
function is calculated in the Atlantic basin up to 32◦S and globally between 70-32◦S. b)
The overturning streamfunction for the control case (KL) with density contours overlain
(black lines). c) Vertical gradient of neutral density [59] in the model basin for KL (red), KH

(green), and KR (blue), compared to density gradient from World Ocean circulation Experi-
ment (WOCE [54]) climatology averaged between 48◦N to 32◦S in the Atlantic basin(pink).
d) Change in overturning circulation between KH and KL experiments. Dashed lines indi-
cate percentage change in overturning streamfunction from KL. e) Similar to d but for the
difference between KR and KL.
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Fig. 4 Concentration of N from experiment KL, compared to the climatological zonally-
integrated phosphate in the Atlantic basin from WOCE[54] in (b). Concentration of C from
experiment KL in (c) is also compared to the climatological zonally-integrated C from the
Global Ocean Data Analysis Project (GLODAP[60]) in (d).
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Fig. 5 Change in N concentration at t=5, 50 and 100 years. First Row: change between
KH and KL experiments. Second Row: between [Kt

L
,K

ρ
H
] and KL experiments. Third row:

between [Kt
L
,K

ρ
H
] and KL experiments. Fourth row: between KR and KL experiments.

Red/blue implies increased/decreased tracer concentration. Black overlain lines indicate
zonally averaged residual overturning circulation for each experiment. Note that the N

concentration for the KL experiment is in steady-state, as was shown in figure 4a.
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Fig. 6 Mean of absolute change in integrated N concentration for various inventories: the
entire ocean (SO+basin) in green, the surface ocean (top 200m of SO+basin) in red, only
the basin (full depth) in black, and only the SO (full depth) in blue. Plain lines denote
the difference between KH and KL experiments, dotted lines represent differences between
[Kt

H
,K

ρ
L
] and KL experiments, and dashed lines denote differences between [Kt

L
,K

ρ
H
] and

KL experiments. Vertical dashed lines indicate the time slices considered in Fig.5.

Fig. 7 Equilibrated changes to N distributions. Top row: change in N concentration
between KL and a) KH , b) Kt

H
K

ρ
L
, c) Kt

L
K

ρ
H
, and d) KR. Green/purple denotes regions

of increased/decreased N concentration. Black-labelled overlain lines indicate percentage
changes from KL. Bottom row: same as above but for C, with purple/orange denoting regions
of increased/decreased C concentration.
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Fig. 8 Tracer distributions in the SO are altered via two processes: firstly, through the direct
impact of mixing (grey arrows) on tracer gradients, and secondly by changing the SO density
stratification and thereby the global MOC. Red and Blue contours show the overturning
stream functions for the upper and lower MOC cells for the control KL experiment (solid
lines) vs the KR experiment (dashed lines) in Sv. The background green colour represents
the nutrient concentration from the equilibrated control experiment, KL.
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